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Easy-to-Use Service to Retrieve Domains That
Share the Same Mail Exchange (MX) Server

Retrieving MX associations should be fast and straightforward.
Obtaining a list of domains and subdomains using the same mail exchange (MX)
server can be challenging, as it involves huge amounts of time, effort, and technical
skill. Yet the data is critical to improving asset reconciliation, email deliverability
optimization, and other cybersecurity and marketing processes. Organizations need
access to a user-friendly reverse MX service that can immediately return MX server
associations by gleaning data from a massive DNS database.

Gain insights into MX connections better and faster with a
top-notch reverse MX lookup service.
Our reverse MX lookup product line can provide a list of domains that share the same
MX server address within seconds. The tools are connected to our comprehensive
DNS database that contains billions of DNS records, with millions of MX records added
or updated weekly. Test our reverse MX lookup service or contact us for more
information.

Billions
of DNS records

774M+
domains tracked historically

4.2B+
domains and subdomains

Retrieve a list of domains and subdomains that share the same MX server to:
Practical Usage

• Expand threat-hunting efforts by retrieving 
domains and subdomains associated with 
a known malicious MX server

• Regularly check MX records to avoid 
dangling DNS records that threat actors 
can exploit

• Safeguard email deliverability 
rates by avoiding malicious 
MX servers and suspicious 
MX associations

https://reverse-mx.whoisxmlapi.com/lookup/?mc=productsheet
https://dns-history.whoisxmlapi.com/database?action=show&subject=modal&id=contactUsModal&mc=productsheet


What Data Points Are Included?
Our reverse MX service searches our extensive DNS database for domains and subdomains
that use the same MX server address. See the table below for the data points it returns.

Type of Validation Description

Domain name Refers to the domain or subdomain connected to the MX server

Date first seen The date when the connection was first detected

Date last updated The date when the domain’s MX record was last updated

What Reverse MX Service Delivery Models Do You Provide?

Delivery Model Update Frequency

Reverse MX Lookup Real-time

Reverse MX API

About Us
WhoisXML API aggregates and delivers comprehensive domain, IP, DNS, and subdomain data
repositories. We have more than 52,000 satisfied customers from various sectors and industries,
such as cybersecurity, marketing, law enforcement, e-commerce, financial services, and more.
Visit whoisxmlapi.com or contact us at sales@whoisxmlapi.com for more information about
our products and capabilities.

Real-time

Real-time

Daily, weekly, monthly

Reverse DNS Search

DNS Database Download
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